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Raytek Online Temperature Measurement Systems include: Raytek DataTemp 2 DataTemp 2 allows you to take accurate temperature measurements at programmable time intervals using a computer as a data recorder and recorder and Raytek in Thermalert or Raynger infrared thermometers for entry. Simple
commands and retractable menus make DataTemp 2 easy to install and operate, and provide the tools you need to combine temperature data into easy-to-use graphics and tables. DataTemp 2 offers these features: System Requirements: 286 or better running DOS 5.0 or later, 1MB of RAM (550K required to run the
program), hard drive, 5.25 or 3.5 high-density floppy floppy disks, and an affordable COM port. The mouse version also requires a compatible microsoft ®. Back to Top Raytek DataTemp MX Software DataTemp MX Software is a Windows-compatible® data management software for temperature graphics and trend
analysis. Use this software to organize, display, and print temperature data, and customize the log's location. Choose one of the 30 emission values set from the built-in table, or adjust the value to the specific application you want. Store up to 10,000 temperature points using a continuous or manual single entry point.
The software has programmable time intervals, temperature scales and limitations, and can show both contact and infrared temperatures at the same time. Back to Top DataTemp MP and Thermalert MP4 Linescanner with DataTemp MP and Thermalert MP4 linescanner, you can enjoy powerful image acquisition,
playback and analysis tools. You can simultaneously control the temperature in real time (above left) against optimal or reference temperatures (above right). Other features allow you to record, store and drill screens and then call data for any particular location or area you choose. To Top Raytek Thermalert CS100Kiln
Shell Thermalert CS100 Temperature Monitoring System is a comprehensive temperature measurement system for monitoring, monitoring and analyzing rotating furnace sinks used in cement and lime production. The system combines protected infrared linescanner and a powerful, industrial program. The system allows
accurate detection and control of hot spots in fireproof bricks to prevent costly damage to the furnace and prolong production launches. Back to Top Raytek Marathon DataTemp software marathon DataTemp software facilitates the use of intelligent digital communication features marathon infrared thermometers. This
Windows-based package allows you to remotely monitor, build trends, register data, set up sensors, disrupt the process, and monitor statistical processes. Temperature data can be published in a file and archived or printed to process documentation. Back to Top The CS210 is an integrated furnace camera system that
tracks rotating furnaces to detect hotspots and avoid costly damage and unplanned downtime. Additional but fully integrated accessories expand the capabilities of this thermal imaging system and include shadow sensing, burning zone monitoring, sliding tires, fan control, fireproof control and 3D real-time review. The
temperature of the furnace shell is controlled along the entire length of the oven, providing a substantial indication of the health of the fireproof material. Temperature data for areas shaded from the first scanner can be provided by up to 4 scanners or individual point sensors and easily integrated into one complete
thermal image. Additional combustion area and tire sliding monitoring can be integrated into the thermal imaging system, so that all the information is displayed on one screen in the control room and all events are constantly connected in an extremely universal, historical database. With available options and accessories,
the CS210 system is expanding to become a comprehensive furnace monitoring tool. The dataTemp CS Windows ® provides a lightweight configuration and launch. This CS system software works on conventional PCs using standard Ethernet and/or COM ports. The graphical user interface is designed specifically for
oven applications, making it easy to set up and use, with little operator training required. 3D View and Refractory Management software options allow you to control and track the furnace and fireproof system using an integrated fireproof control database and visualize it with a convenient, live 3D view. To ensure reliable
operation even in the harshest oven environments, the MP150 linescanner, which is used in the CS210 thermal imaging system, is designed with a sturdy cast aluminum case and is installed in a secure stainless steel case. This case includes an adjustable mounting bracket to aim the scanner along the axis of the oven,
the installation of the rail allows for the quick installation of the scanner, quickly disable the fittings for air and cool water, and easily replace the viewing window. Window. Window.
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